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EaHHHK E.n. 11: np. El - 10870 
noHCK HOBb!X KOpOTKOIKHElYllHfX "16CTHU B CTOllKHOBeHHSIX 

" -Me30HOB c 3Hepr-Hel'i 60 f9B/c c R.apaMH !fioT03MYllbCHH 

flpH 11:ccne.110B8HIUf OKpeCTHOCTeli OKOllO 10000 3Be3a OT B38HMOJJ,ei1-

CTBHi1 "- -Me30HOB c 3Hepr-Hei1 60 f38/c c RLlp8MH !fioT03MYllbCHH 6blll 

HaH.aeH OOBH cny"!aH, KOTOPLii'I ~1011<eT 6b!Tb HHTepnpeTHpOB8H KSK nerrTOHHbIH 

pacnan HOBOH t.{8CT!Hlbl, D.1ISI ee s!fi¢ieKTHBHOJ1 M8CCbJ 6brna nony'leHa 

OUeHKa- 2,4 f38, .9 llllSI' epeMeHu ;KH3HH - - 10-t't. 

Pa6oTa Bb!ITOllHeHa B na6opaTOpHH BblCOKH'X 9HeprH.tf OHHl1. 

ilpenpRKT 06-..eA&KeHROro BHCTBTyTa •Aep&wx RCCneAOB8.Blll. Jly6ea 1977 

Bannik B.P. et al. El - 10870 

Search for New Short-Lived Particles in 
rr--Collisions with Emulsion Nuclei 
at 6-0 GeV/c 

At investigation of about 10 000 interactions of 
60 GeV/c rr--mesons with emulsion, one event, which can 
be interpreted as leptonic decay of a new short-lived 
particle, was detected. The. average effective m~ss of 
this particle is -2.4 GeV. and its lifetime is -10-14 sec. 

The investigation has been performed at the 
Laboratory of High Energies, JINR. 
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In 1967 one of the authors 111 reported 
about the possibility of searching for new 
short-lived particles, with a life-time of 
r = 10"15 -c10·12 sec, by means of emulsion 
technique. In 1971 Niu121 observed x -par
ticle with a mass of M- 1.5-c 3.5 GeV and 
of r - 10-14 sec. In 1974 new resonances 
named J or 'I' were discovered 131. The charm 
scheme has been regarded, in these years, 
as the most promising theory for interpre
tation of both x-particles and J/'I' ones. 
Much effort to accumulate examples of new 
particles has been made by us and other 
groups using emulsion technique 14-111. 

The as yet unknown source of prompt lepton 
production, in hadron-hadron and hadron
nucleus collisions, provides a further moti
vation for the present type of experiment. 
If prompt leptons are produced as decay 
products of new short-lived particles, then 
this could be directly observed and con
firmed using nuclear emulsion. If they are 
not seen to be produced via short-lived 
particles, then this would suggest that 
they are produced electromagnetically. 

In our experiment stacks of Br-2 emulsion 
were exposed to 60 GeV/c "--mesons at the 
!HEP, Serpukhov. The intensity of irradia
tion was I - 105particle/cm2. The following 
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method was chosen for detection.: the primary 
stars were searched for under a small rnagni
fica tion of 7x20, the found stars were re
gistered as points on a special blank of the 
corresponding squares of the neat coordinate. 
After area scanning of one strip (-0.3 crn2 ) 

the observer investigated these primary stars 
under a high magnification of 15x60 for evi
dence of secondary interactions, decay or 
any correlated phenomenon, occurring within 
about a 45° half-angle forward cone and 
within 10011 of the primary vertex. 

Within experimental and statistical errors, 
the numbers of secondary interactions and 
decays of known particles in a sample of 
-10.000 inelastic interactions are in agree
ment with calculations. The fundamental sig
nature of generation and subsequent decay 
of a new particle was the presence of a high 
energy electron within the decay products. 
In the following, we present the only event 
of this type found in our sample. 

Topologically, the event represents a se
condary star at a distance of27µ from the 
primary vertex. The secondary star, at the 
first glance, consists of five relativistic 
tracks, corning from one point. A broad se
ries of grains between the primary and the se
condary stars indicated that there are more 
than one track between them.After geometrical 
measurements and careful analysis (see Ap
pendix) the event has the following features: 

The event ~s+lg+lb) is shown sche~ati-
cally in the figure. This star has one short 
black prong, one grey track and 6 relativis
tic particle tracks. One of these tracks, AB, 
is found to give rise to three further relati
vistic tracks at vertex l3 after a distance of 
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27µ. There is no sign of a nuclear recoil 
track. The space angle of track AB was mea
sured with reference to the incident direc
tion of the primary "--meson. The space 
angles of tracks BH1, BH2 and BE were 
measured with reference to track AB. 
Tracks BH1 , BH2 and BE were followed until 
they interacted, left the stack or 
finished in it. The angular and momentum 
characteristics are shown in table 1. Track -----

BH1 is a typical high energy hadron track, 
it was followed -15 cm without change in 
momentum or relative ionization. Track BH2 
was followed - 9 cm where it interacted gi
ving rise to a multiprong star. Track BE 
is a typical high energy electron track, it 
was followed -7 cm. The momentum of the par
ticle going along the track BE varies as 
follows: 

P/3 • 
P/3 • 
P/3 • 

1.2+0.2 GeV/c 
o.5+0.1 GeV/c 
O. 2"£0.06 GeV /c 

(along 1st 3 cm) 
(along next 2 cm) 
(along next 2 cm) 

Then after scattering with an angle of 10" 
it becomes very slow and strongly scattered 
in the emulsion. It is to be noted that the 
relative ionization along the whole length 
did not change considerably and equals 
J-1.00±0.05. 
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We checked all other tracks from the pri
mary interaction, looking for other elect
rons, but none was found. Also no associated 
phenomenon was detected. we also checked the 
upper and lower emulsion plates near the 
coordinates of this event for any other elect
ron or correlated phenomenon, but there was 
none. 

A typical electron source, corning from 
the secondary interaction at point B, is 
Dalitz pair from~ decay into ye+e-. This 
is why, we assumed at first that track BH1 
may be an electron (track3H 2 was excluded 
since it interacted giving a star), but 
this possibility is very small because track 
BH1 was followed -15 cm without change in 
energy (the radiation length in emulsion is 
- 3 cm) . 

Table 1 

Angular and momentum characteristics of the 
event 

Track Space Azimu- Pl> P.L L•ngth Ionisation 
angAe th al GeV/c GeY/c L c• 'J• • an le 

•• 3.3 333 21x10-4 

BH1 1.6 306 2.8+0~3 0.078 15 0.95!..05 

BH2 6.0 90 4.3!.4.0 0.449 9 , .06!,.0.6 interac-... 
BE 1.9 219 1.2!.o.2 0.040 7 1.00!,.05 finished 

in e•ul-
sion 
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Other sources of background may be sum
marized as follows: 

1. Decay of unstable particles (mainly 
strange) produced in the secondary interac
tion (star) and decaying very near to point 
B(-3µ ). 

2. High energy ii -electron from parent 
particle (track AB ) or from one of the 
secondary tracks. 

3. Formation of asymmetric Dalitz-pair 
from 1r° -decay such that one component has 
energy in the Laboratory system, very small 
to be observed (-100 KeV). 

4. Formation of Dalitz pair such that 
e+ annihilates within a very short distance 
from the vertex. 

S. Formation of Compton electron from the 
interaction of quanta which come from the 

'decay of rr0 produced at point B. Quantitative 
estimations of these sources are given in 
table 2. 

Table 2 

Quantitative estimations of backgrounds 

No, 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Decay Mode 

71 !. - e!.VfV> 
!(!. - e!.~ 0v (y ) 

L •-e•Av 
~ + __,. e•nv 
2:--.-11V 
,....... __ e-AY 

-ray 

a~ymaetric Dalitz Pair 

e• annihilation 

Comptonelectron 

Probability 

r-3.6 x 10-6 

,..,, • . o x 10-5 

,....7 ,o x 10-7 

,.._ 10-1 

('"" l0-5 

,...10-5 

excluded by kinematics 

,.......5 x to-5 

,.._ 3 x 10-7 

,.....3 x 10-6 
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As an alternative source, we studied the 
possibility'of leptonic decay of charmed 
particles. For example, a charmed meson can 
decay as: 

M ~ e + v + hadrons . c e 

We have detected two hadrons BH 1 , BH2 and an 
electron BE. the existence of neutrino is 
confirmed from the transverse momentum im
balance between tracks BH 1 , BH 2 and BE. 
Assuming that tracks BH 1 , BH2 are pion and 
kion or vise versa and the neutrino has 
an isotropic angular distribution, an average 
effective mass M- 2.4 GeV was obtained. The 
corresponding lifetime r is -10 - 14 sec. 

APPENDIX 

The primary event consists of one short 
black prong, one grey track and nine relati
vistic tracks, five of them are flying as 
if they are coming from one point B at 
a distance of27µ from the primary vertex A. 
Broad series of grains, nearly 22, between 
points A and B. indicated that there are two 
or three tracks coming, in fact, from the 
primary vertex A (the sensitivity of our 
emulsion is 30 grain/100 µ). To find the ori
gin of every track, the following were car
ried out. 

1. Three physicists traced every track 
in the backward direction (towards A and B ). 
They independently decided that at least 
the first of these five tracks is coming 
from point A. 
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2. The x and Y ·coordinates were measured 
for a number of points, far from A and B, 
for every track. Then the linear equation 

of every track was generated by the least 
square analysis. The measured positions of A 
and B were compared with the calculated 
lines, individually. These results are shown 
in the following table. 

Table 

Ths comparison of experimental and theoretical 
Y-coordinates of points A,B 

Track No. Point A Point B 
I y -Y I+ tiY ly -Y I+ y . exp. th - exp, exp. th - !Y. exp 

1 0.2 + 0.2 1 • 6 + 0.2 

2(BH1) 0.2 + 0.2 o.o + 0.2 - -
3(BH2) 0,9 + 0.2 - 0.1 + 0.2 -
4(BE7 1.0 + 0.2 - 0.2 + 0.2 -

5 0.2 + 0.2 - 1.2 + 0.2 -

From the table, one can see that the first 
and fifth tracks are consistent with point A 
not B.The third and fourth tracks are con
sistent with point B not A., he second track 
(BH1) is consistent with both A and B. Thus 
we have the following three possibilities: 
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1. A three-prong star is formed at the 
point B no connecting track between A and B,, 
i.e., an inelastic interaction of a neutral 
particle. 

2. The track (BH1) is coming from A and 
apparently intersects with a "V" tracks ( BH2 
and BE) at the point B. 

3. A relativistic charged particle track 
(AB) gives rise to three prong star at B. 

The first possibility can be neglected 
due to the existence of a high energy elect
ron (1.2 GeV). The second possibility, rela
tive to the third one, is less probable be
cause the probability of apparent intersec
tion, which cannot be checked experimentally, 
is small one. 
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